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 toutes les versions du logiciel AUTOFLUID.If the application is already installed in the computer, then the patch is optional.It must be applied as a patch to the executable file of the Autoflood.All this is made available for the benefit of those, who want to test before to purchase the full version.This patch removes the installed patch.Q: How can I perform a transaction using the NQLCrudService
without making a round-trip I want to make a single web service call which will contain a number of insert operations. Because they need to be atomic, I need them to be contained in a single call, without need to make another round-trip to the server. I'm using NQLCrudService as the base class for my web services, and would prefer to use this as a framework instead of rolling my own. The issue is

that I can't seem to find a way to make that happen. The NQLCrudService::BeginTransaction doesn't return until the request has been sent and the NQLCrudService::EndTransaction doesn't return until the response has been received. I can't easily wrap this up in a try/catch in my web service code because the request and response are coming in different threads, so it would be a pain to make a call to
some custom function in the catch block to call a transaction. Does anyone have a suggestion for a workaround for this? Or is there another class which I could use to achieve a similar goal? A: I ended up rolling my own API client. I created a class with the following method: void PerformTransaction(TransactionType transactionType, [Out] string& txId, [In] string& operationName, [In] string&

serverUrl) and a generic method to construct a class using the above method. I then create the client on my calling thread, and call the generic method like so: GenericApiClient gac = new GenericApiClient( methodName, OperationType. 82157476af
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